INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY GOA
At Goa College of Engineering Campus, Farmagudi, Ponda, Goa-403401
Date: 17/09/2019
NIT No.: C&EMD/HOUSE KEEPING/IIT GOA/2019/007 dtd.06.09.2019

Corrigendum to the Tender for providing Housekeeping services at IIT Goa vide
NIT No. C&EMD/HOUSE KEEPING/IIT GOA/2019/007 dtd.06.09.2019

For the tender for providing housekeeping services at IIT GOA, the following changes have
been incorporated:
1) The last day for submission of bids has been extended to 27/09/2019 till 1500hrs
2) The technical bids will be opened on 27/09/2019 @ 1530 Hrs.
3) Minutes of Pre bid meeting is enclosed.

All other terms will remain same.

Sd/(Advisor C&EMD)

Minutes of Prebid Meeting

NIT no- C& EMD/HOUSE KEEPING/ IITGOA/2019/007 Dtd.06.09.2019
Pre-bid meeting for providing housekeeping services was held on 13.09.2019 at 11.00AM in
the Construction & Estate Management office at Mahalakhmi Complex, IIT Goa.
The clarifications raised by the bidder’s and the replies given are as under.
A- Regarding EMD & Tender fees :- Those who are registered under MSME/NSIC
and having validity then no need to deposit EMD & Tender fees.
B- Bonus is to be paid to workers as per the revised bonus act and you have to quote
including bonus as per the attached sheet (Annexure-I)
C- There is no need of mechanized cleaning, the same is not envisaged in the tender.
D- Consumable materials is required as per the tender.
E- Weekly off is to be given to the workers. However, on holidays minimum staff is
to be kept on rotation and weekly off is to be given within the workers.
F- GST is applicable.
G- The workers already working in the campus are to be absorbed, if they are willing.
H- All others will be as per terms & Conditions of contract.

Sd/Advisor, (C&EMD)

ANNEXURE-I
MANPOWER CHARGES
Description
Minimum Wage Rate
Monthly wages per person
EPF Contribution
ESI Contribution
Bonus
Uniform cost
Amount payable per Emp/Month
Service Charges
Rate Per Person per month
Rate Per Person per day

Amount
Housekeeping Attendant

Housekeeping Supervisor

